
Mask Mania
how do they protect?



What is my experiment?

I will be seeing how long it takes for 4 

tablespoons (¼ cup) of water to fall through a mask. 

This is to show which type of mask works to block 

germs best via liquid. (cloth,  surgical, N95).  This 

is because I want to prove which mask can best 

hold back the liquid in a sneeze, and therefore the 

germs in a sneeze as well.



RESEARCH QUESTION + HYPOTHESIS

What effect does the mask have on how long it takes the 
water to drain? 

I think that the surgical mask will be the most effective, 
because if the water falls through the holes in the fabric 
or the N95’s filters, that is ineffective.



Science For Dummies
Matas: (a p epen)

- Bla 95 as

-Blu ic Mk

- Bla l s

- ¾ Cup  Wte (pa b ¼ cu b ¾ to)

- Stot Tme



Science For Dummies
1. Get  led ri n e pos de
2. Han h ak m  obt  ar te m eh
3. Por  ¼ cu  we n eh k iles (ma re k e se s  at r)
4. Sta  swah diy a ur t at
5. Eit s a ma  ces t a cl e ni ac s, :
6. Wat te s ni l e ded. T y o n  a m s an i f re   lor  

po  wa ni t as.
7. Whe  s i ded, c h opc meel
8. Wri ah  of na  a pe  pe r etcay
9. The k h e hs im il ne  t os ffti



The Results
Annnnd… YOU ARE THE FATHER! Whoops, wrong thing. Never mind. 
After conducting two tests for each mask, I concluded that the N95 
cannot leak water at all, which essentially means infinity. As it turns 
out, N95s have a WATERPROOF LAYER, which probably would’ve 
been helpful information. The runner up was the surgical mask, 
capping out at 14,400 seconds. And the cloth mask couldn’t even peak 
20 seconds. Here’s my analysis: DO NOT WEAR cloth masks, DO wear 
surgical masks, and N95s are really good at holding water.



THE NUMBERS

Surgical Mask Cloth Mask N95 Mask

Test 1: 1,025 seconds Test 1: 8 seconds Test 1: 40,000+ seconds (∞)

Test 2: 14,400 seconds Test 2: 12 seconds Test 2: 40,000+ seconds (∞)





Science For Dummies
Whi I s acg  exme, I nod at  ch ak  n 
aby o ti t have. T sic s rid ad, b 
sop on 35 in in. Ad 8 os, og,  so te fir d 
fe rt ro. As a s I ow, g, i s osl o n N95 o s 
an  t. I ret ro hes, I il te  n. I tik t  
mo te a m h, he  it d i d ud,  a fr i s i 
te fiton  wep las. I ed te w b e ms i h 
fu, bu r  te s ti  te N95 fo ln er pe.

discussion



CONCLUSIONS
The mask affects the water flow by 
slowing it down, even if only for 12 
seconds.

I was wrong in thinking that the 
surgical mask would be the best option, 
because the N95 held water for a way 
longer period of time.



CONCLUSIONS
I know that the N95 is the best 
filter because it has waterproof 
layers and
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